Incidence and outcome of small for gestational age foetuses: An experience from a secondary care hospital
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Abstract
The objective of the study was to determine the frequency and outcome of Small for Gestational Age (SGA) foetuses, and its association with the mode of delivery, foetal birthweight, maternal age and gestational age. It was a hospital-based descriptive study, conducted at Aga Khan Hospital for Women, Karachi, from January 2009 to December 2010. Mode of deliveries, foetal birthweight, maternal age and gestational age of SGA foetuses were recorded and analyzed. Of a total of 6024 deliveries during the study period, 722 (11.98%) had SGA foetuses. Maternal age in such cases ranged between 20-40 years in 588 (81.44%), while 406 (56.23%) of these deliveries were in between 34-37 weeks of gestation. Besides, 396 (54.84%) cases were delivered vaginally. The incidence of SGA increased from 2009 to 2010 (13.13% vs 10.76%). The frequency of SGA foetuses tends to be significantly higher in Pakistan compared to the Western world. Prenatal care and better management can potentially avoid the occurrence of SGA deliveries, perinatal morbidity and mortality.
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Introduction
Small for Gestational Age (SGA) foetuses are defined as foetuses having weight less than 10th percentile for its gestational age and abdominal circumference less than 2.5th percentile. Alternatively, SGA foetuses have birthweight and/or length two standard deviations below the mean for gestational age. 1

SGA infants are at a greater risk of mortality than Appropriate-for-Gestational (AG) infants. 2 They are also at increased risk of hypospadias, bronchopulmonary dysplasia, lower placental and foetal weight, obesity, hypoglycaemia, polycystic ovary syndrome, neurological disability, stillbirths, among many others. 3-9

In Pakistan, a review in 2004 reported 3-10% pregnancies are SGA foetuses. 10 Intrauterine growth restriction (IUGR)- a class of SGA has a frequency of 23.8% all over the world, with 75% of them in Asia. 11 In Pakistan, the incidence of IUGR alone is 25%. 11 Data from a tertiary-care hospital in Karachi in 2011 identified foetal growth restriction as among the most common causes of stillbirth. 12

Although a number of studies previously have reported frequency of SGA cases in different parts of Pakistan, but there hasn't been recent evaluation of current situation regarding trends and incidence of SGA in Karachi. Also, these studies didn't gauge the association of mode of delivery, birthweight and gestational age with incidence of SGA cases. As SGA infants are at increased risk of neonatal death, 13 its occurrence needs to be gauged periodically. The current study aimed at evaluating incidence of SGA births and its relation with maternal age, gestational age, mode of delivery and birthweight of infant.

Methods and Results
The hospital-based descriptive study was carried out over a period of two years, at the Aga Khan Hospital for Women, Karachi, from January 2009 to December 2010. All pregnant women who delivered at the hospital between 32-41 weeks of gestation were included. Very premature babies (gestational age < 32 weeks) and those with congenital anomalies were excluded from the study. All SGA cases were diagnosed antenatally by clinical examination and ultrasound. For SGA foetuses, maternal age, gestational age, mode of delivery and birth-weight were recorded. The modes of delivery were divided into three groups: spontaneous vaginal deliveries, instrumental deliveries and Caesarean sections. Birthweight of each baby was measured without clothes to the nearest 100 gram on a baby-weighing scale within one hour of birth. Baby scale was calibrated before weighing each baby. Based on the birth-weight, the SGA cases were divided into three groups: 1-1.5kg, 1.6-2 kg, 2.2-2.5 kg. Gestational age was estimated by ultrasonography and was categorised as delivered at less than 34 weeks, 34-37 weeks...
weeks and greater than 37 weeks. Maternal age was recorded at the time of delivery and categorised as less than 20 years, 20-40 years and greater than 40 years. Of the 6024 deliveries conducted during the study duration, 722 (11.98%) carried SGA foetuses. The foetal weight was 2.1-2.5 kg for 616 (85.31%) cases (Table).

Correlating SGA with mode of delivery, 170 (53.96%) cases were delivered by vaginal route (Figure-1). The frequency of SGA deliveries in 2010 was 22% more than in 2009 (13.13% vs 10.76%) (Figure-2).

**Discussion**

The study has described the frequency of SGA births at a secondary care hospital in Karachi, and its association with factors of maternal age, gestational age, birth-weight and mode of delivery. The frequency of SGA births went up 22% within the study period. Previously, IUGR a subset of SGA has been demonstrated to be 25.4% prevalent in Karachi community in 1994, which may reveal a slight improvement possibly due to better prenatal care.

Some studies have shown no association of maternal age with the incidence of SGA births, while others have reported a higher risk in older and younger teenage pregnancies than mothers of 20-24 years of age. However, in our study, maternal age in 81.44% of SGA cases was between 20-40 years.

The best mode of delivery for SGA cases has been debated in the literature. Kok et al reported that most SGA infants were delivered via elective Caesarean sections, and Caesarean-section deliveries in SGA cases have been associated with increased survival rate. In our study, 53.96% cases were delivered vaginally. As a limitation of study, we could not follow up these cases to see the outcomes of these vaginally-delivered cases, but this data is meant to report practices of mode of delivery in a secondary-care hospital in Karachi.

In Pakistan, 18-25% of full-term deliveries are low birthweight (LBW). The LBW rate in South Asia is higher than Chinese and first nations. In a study conducted in Peshawar, SGA preterm babies had lower weight than appropriate for gestational age preterm babies. In our study, 80.63% cases had birthweight between 2.1-2.5 kg. Good birthweight is an important predictor of overall health of the newborn and enhances its chances to survive. According to World Health Organization (WHO), birthweight of less than 2500gm is considered LBW. Below this weight, neonatal mortality rises rapidly. Birthweight is a good tool for assessing standard of care given by healthcare professionals at community level, besides giving indication of the overall health of the mother during pregnancy. The therapeutic outcome of SGA foetuses can be improved by disposing proper care to their mothers, providing them adequate treatment, timely tertiary care and referral facilities at proper time in accordance with the gestational age.

SGA is more common in preterm than in term births. SGA: Small for Gestational Babies.
consequence of medical interventions to avoid foetal compromise in children with an antenatal diagnosis of SGA/intrauterine growth retardation. A large proportion of term SGA infants have negligible morbidity and mortality outcomes. In our study, 90.4% of SGA infants were delivered at 34-37 weeks of gestation.

Identification, monitoring and proper intervention are important tasks during pregnancy because sometimes health of these foetuses is endangered in hostile intrauterine environment. Proper monitoring is important; otherwise it can lead to intrauterine foetal morbidity and mortality during pregnancy.

Conclusion
The study reported the frequency of SGA births in a single secondary-care hospital in Karachi which may not be representative of the population at large, as many deliveries are still carried out at home, in this region. Long term studies are needed to determine the exact incidence of SGA births so that measures can be taken to improve prenatal care and management to reduce intrauterine foetal morbidity and mortality. Factors such as maternal age, mode of delivery, gestational age and birthweight are important considerations in the outcome of SGA births. Guidelines for prenatal care and better management of SGA births need to be formulated in this region, with periodic evaluation.
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